
BULK HANDLER SITE

BAR1 MAX1/SPA1 PLA1 BAR1 24/25 SFW1/R, ASW1,  APW1 H2 APW1 24/25 GM 23/24 GM 24/25

RGS BALLIANG $315 $320 $335 $350

RGS LARA $315 $320 $350 $650 $705

RGS LISMORE $300 $300 $320 $330 $685

RGS EDENHOPE $300 $310 $615 $660

RGS PORTLAND  

UCM WERNETH $290 $315 $290 $310 $320 $625 $670

UCM DONALD $270 $287 $297 $280 $292 $310 $302 $605 $605

UCM MOAMA $269 $284 $294 $277 $309 $299 $605 $650

UCM MATHOURA $265 $279 $289 $272 $305 $294

SOUTHERN GRAIN WINCHELSEA $290 $315 $290 $310 $320 $630 $675

CHS BROADBENTS LAKE BOLAC $285 $310 $285 $305 $315 $615 $660

CHS BROADBENTS LAKAPUT $285 $310 $285 $305 $315 $615 $660

ACCESS LALBERT $275 $280 $273 $295 $315 $295

ACCESS NULLAWIL $277 $292 $275 $297 $317 $297 $615 $650

ACCESS BERRIWILLOCK $275 $290 $273 $295 $315 $295

ASA BOORT $277 $292 $302 $288 $300 $317 $310 $615 $650

SHANNONS HORSHAM $275 $283 $295 $308 $305 $605 $660

SHANNONS BEULAH $258 $272 $298 $294

CO-OP NANDALY CO-OP $262 $280 $273 $285 $295

DECKERTS NETHERBY $267    $278 $290 $307 $300

LDC TELFORD $264 $273 $285 $295 $595 $640

BAKERS HOWLONG $278 $298 $294 $595 $640

HEHIRS RAND $262 $287 $270 $282 $292

HEHIRS WALBUNDRIE $595 $640

MCNAUGHTS BERRIGAN $264 $272 $284 $300 $294 $595 $640

CO-OP LANDSBORUGH WEST $290 $278 $310 $300

WFA SWANHILL $259 $274 $269 $291

PEARSON GRAIN KYALITE $255 $266 $295 $288

PILGRIMS BORDERTOWN $260 $280

LAHARUM LAHARUM $280 $278 $300 $300 $605 $660

BLAIRS BURRUMBUTTOCK $590 $635

FELLOWS HAY $260 $275 $264 $286

AG CONNEX BENEREMBAH $262 $277 $287 $258 $282 $282 $280

AG CONNEX CARRATHOOL $262 $277 $287 $257 $282 $282 $279

AG CONNEX WUMBULGAL $262 $277 $287 $262 $284 $282 $280

AG CONNEX COLEAMBALLY $264 $294

JGSH JERILDERIE $267 $282 $292 $266 $287 $287 $288

Delivered GEELONG $330 $345 $355 $330 $350 $360 $670 $715

Delivered PORTLAND  $350

*Feb + Buyers call 

*PAYMENT TERMS 15 DAYS EOW FROM DELIVERY

*MALT1 - ALL APPROVED VARIEITES SUBJECT SITE SEGREGATIONS AT HARVEST

*Prices as a guide only and subject to change

* ALL CANOLA PRICES ARE FOR SUSTAINABLE CANOLA, NON SUSTAINABLE PRICES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

RIORDAN DAILY CONTRACT PRICES
24/07/2024

ISCC CANOLAWHEAT 23/24ISCC BARLEY 23/24


